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SIMPLE, FAST, REALTIME ENTERPRISE APPLICATION CONTROL
Organizations have too many applications and have no idea as to what they
are. Without knowing what is running, organizations are “running blind” which leads
to malware, ransomware, data theft, and breaches – where the consequence is

Features Attributes and
Beneﬁts of Control™

lost revenue and time.

Blocks unpermitted software from running

What is the problem?

Simple to deploy

There were no real-time whitelisting applications that were feasible to run in ordinary

Easy block and allow lists

business environment. Malware is getting hard to detect, due to enhancements in the

Complete audit

way it is distributed, such as automatic recompiling. The damage caused by malware
is increasing at a rapid rate, causing quantifiable losses to businesses.

Up and running in 2 hours

Ransomware is encrypting corporate data

Automated gatekeeper

Malware can be used as a back door to leak corporate data

Deploys with a small foot print

Abuse of remote access tools

Runs at the kernel level

Infrastructure is running slow, due to unauthorized software

Flexible policies

How does ThreatLocker™ Control™ help?

Automatically expiring policies

owerful Application Control

Digital signature and hash based policies

Application control flips the traditional method of thinking on its head. Instead of
only blocking known threats, it blocks everything that is not pre-authorized.

Stops Unwanted Software
Easy policies stop malware or other unauthorized software from running.
ThreatLocker™ Control™ runs at the kernel so it stops all threats before they
happen.
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Reduced Surface Area Limits Attacks
Legacy systems that cannot be patched can still be controlled.
ThreatLocker™ Control™reduces the risk of cyber breaches by limiting what software
can be executed.
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